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THEOREM. Let O& (i = l,..., m) be families offinite sets such that each 
set has at most n elements and whenever Ai E 6Yi for i = I,..., m then 
Ai n Aj # % for some i # j. Then there exists a finite set S such that 
whenever Ai E C$ for i = I,..., m then Ai n Ai n S # % for some i # j. 
We shall prove first the following lemma which can be extracted from 
a proof of M. Calczynska-Karlowicz [I] (see also [2] for a refinement of 
this lemma). 
LEMMA. If cpl and 9? are families of sets such that for all A E 81 and 
BGB we have IAl <a, lBI fb and AnBf O, then there exists 
a finite set S such that A n B n S # % for all A E GY and B E 9Y. 
Prooj? We argue by induction with respect to b. 
For b = 1 the lemma is obvious since we may take for S any set A E OZ. 
Now choose A,, E GT and for every x E A, put 
CTx = {AE& x$A} and Bx = {BE& XEB). 
Let 9%’ = {B - {x}: B E g$}. By the inductive supposition there exists 
a finite set S, such that A n B n S, # o for all A E & and B E 3Yz’. 
Put S = A,, u U{S,: x E A,,}. Let us show that A n B n S # % for all 
AEGZand BEG. Choose xEA,,nB. If x$A then AnBnS,# %. 
If x E A then x E A n B n S. Q.E.D. 
1 This simple proof is essentially due to Dana Scott and Ralph McKenzie (inde- 
pendently). 
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Proof of the Theorem. Let 
1 
m-1 
GY = u Ai : Ai E 6$ for i = l,..., m - 1 and 
i=l 
A,nA,= mforl<i<jjm-I. 
i 
Clearly the pair GT, k%’ = G& satisfies the suppositions of the lemma. 
Now let us well order the union u G& and remove from it points 
one by one until we are left with a set S, such that for every x E S, there 
are sets A E a, B E G& such that 
but still 
A n B n S, = {x}, 
AnBnS,#ia for all A E a, BEG&. 
By the lemma it follows that S, is finite; also we can substitute 6& by 
GZm’ = {A n Sm: A E C&J, and the system O& ,..., G&+, , GYm’ satisfies the 
conditions of the theorem. 
Repeating this procedure we get a system aI’,..., a,,,’ which satisfies 
the conditions of the theorem and such that all the sets (J C&’ are finite 
and for every system Ai E CpG (i = I,..., m) there are A$’ _C Ai with Ai’ E GYi’. 
Hence the set 
S = ij u CTf’ 
i=l 
is as required in the theorem. Q.E.D. 
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